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1 Pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure sections 1060 and 1085, plaintiff and petitioner the City 

2 and County of San Francisco ("San Francisco" or "the City") alleges as follows: 

3 

4 

5 1. 

INTRODUCTION AND SIBVIMARY OF ALLEGATIONS 

The California Constitution gives charter cities, including San Francisco, the power to 

6 "make and enforce all ordinances and regulations in respect to municipal affairs, subject only to 

7 restrictions and limitations" contained in their own charters. (Cal. Const., art. XI,§ 5, subd. (a).) 

8 2. This Constitutional power of charter cities to regulate their own municipal affairs 

9 without interference from the state Legislature has long been held to encompass the power to license 

10 and tax local businesses for revenue purposes. Indeed, more than a century ago the California 

11 Supreme Court recognized that the proposition that "the power of taxation is a power appropriate for a 

12 municipality to possess" was "too obvious to merit discussion," and that the use of licensing 

13 ordinances as revenue measures was "a well-recognized exercise of the taxing power." (Ex parte 

14 Braun (1903) 141 Cal. 204, 209.) Thus, the high court held, a charter city's power "to collect a license 

15 tax for revenue purposes ... is a 'municipal affair,'" within the meaning of those words as used in the 

16 California Constitution, and "cannot be withdrawn or abrogated by the Legislature." (Id. at p. 213.) 

17 3. The California Supreme Court has since repeatedly reaffirmed Ex parte Braun's . 

18 holding, stating that "the power to levy local taxes in support of local expenditures is an essential 

19 function of municipal government, secure against legislative usurpation ... " (California Fed. Savings 

20 & Loan Assn. v. City of Los Angeles (1991) 54 Cal.3d l, 13.) Where a charter city measure 

21 "implicates a 'municipal affair"' (id. at p. 17) such as taxation, that local law is supreme and beyond 

22 encroachment by the Legislature, unless there exists a state statute, with which the local law actually 

23 conflicts, that both (1) addresses a matter of "sufficient statewide concern" (id. at p. 24), and 

24 (2) "is reasonably related to resolutio~ of that concern and [is] narrowly tailored to avoid unnecessary 

25 interference in local governance." (State Bldg. & Constr. Trades Council of Cal., AFL-CIO v. City of 

26 Vista (2012) 54 Cal.4th 547, 556 [ellipses, quotes omitted].) 

27 4. This lawsuit arises because in 2017 the California Legislature enacted Senate Bill No. 

28 182 (2017-2018 Reg. Sess.) ("SB 182"), and in doing so entirely ignored these well-settled limitations 
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1 on the Legislature's authority over charter city business license tax measures.. In multiple respects, 

2 SB 182 unjustifiably and unconstitutionally usurps the power of charter cities such as San Francisco to 

3 regulate their own municipal affairs. 

4 5. SB 182 amends the California Business and Professions Code to add a new chapter 7, 

5 consisting of sections 16550 through 16550.2, inclusive, to part l, division 7 of that Code. The effect 

6 of those new legislative provisions (hereinafter "B&P sections 16550 through 16550.2") is to largely 

7 immunize automobile drivers who work for Transportation Network Companies ("TNCs") - online 

8 ride-hailing entities such as Uber and Lyft- from local business license requirements. Under B&P 

9 sections 16550 through 16550.2, a city- purportedly including a charter city- must allow such a 

10 driver to conduct business freely within its borders without obtaining any locally-issued business 

11 license, and without paying any business license tax, unless that driver is "domiciled" in that city. 

12 Any city in which the driver is not domiciled may not require the driver to obtain a business license or 

13 pay business tax in order to conduct business within its borders - even if the great majority (or, indeed, 

14 literally all) of that driver's business is, in fact, conducted within that city. And if the city in which the 

15 driver lives does not require the driver to obtain a business license, then the driver's business is not 

16 subject to any business license or required to pay any business tax at all. 

17 6. B&P sections 16550 through 16550.2' s domicile requirement, therefore, has no logical 

18 or rational connection whatsoever to the jurisdiction within which the driving business is conducted. 

19 7. · Moreover, B&P sections 16550 through 16550.2 contain further Constitutional 

20 infirmities, including but not limited to effectively precluding even the city within which a TNC driver 

21 is domiciled from requiring a business license and collecting business license taxes from that driver's 

22 business during its first year of operation. 

23 8. While Business and Professions Code section 16550.2 includes a boilerplate recitation 

24 that allowing TNC drivers to operate freely across jurisdictions without complying with local business 

25 license requirements is a matter of statewide concern and not a municipal affair, B&P sections 16550 

26 through 16550.2 provide no explanation for that conclusory, ipse dixit statement. Moreover, B&P 

27 sections 16550 through 16550.2 also do not explain the provision that effectively exempts TNC 

28 drivers from complying with any business license requirement during their first year of operations, or 
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1 the other multiple ways in which those sections unlawfully intrude on the power of charter cities to 

2 regulate their own municipal affairs. Neither the text ofB&P sections 16550 through 16550.2 nor 

3 their legislative history identifies any genuine statewide concern that can override charter cities' 

4 Constitutionally-derived power to require business licenses of, and collect business license taxes from, 

5 such businesses. 

6 9. B&P sections 16550 through 16550.2's multiple incursions into the municipal affairs 

7 authority of San Francisco and other charter cities are not supported by any genuine and valid 

8 statewide interest, much less reasonably related to the resolution of any such interest. Nor are they 

9 narrowly tailored to avoid unnecessary interference in local governance. 

10 10. B&P sections 16550 through 16550.2 have a negative fiscal impact on the City and 

11 County of San Francisco. San Francisco has long required each business conducting operations within 

12 its geographic limits to obtain a City-issued Business Registration Certificate and to pay the associated 

13 business registration tax, as a means for San Francisco to obtain vital revenue. Moreover, OZ! 

14 information and belief, because of San Francisco's high real estate prices and its status as a leading 

15 tourist destination and commercial center, an unusually large percentage of TNC drivers conducting 

16 business in San Francisco are domiciled elsewhere, but conduct much or all of their business in 

17 San Francisco because of the large number of TNC customers here. B&P sections 16550 through 

18 16550.2 thus have a disproportionate fiscal impact on San Francisco as compared with other local 

19 jurisdictions. 

20 11. This action seeks (1) a writ of mandate commanding the State of California to not apply 

21 or enforce B&P sections 16550 through 16550.2 against San Francisco; (2) a judicial declaration that 

22 those sections unlawfully intrude on San Francisco's power under the California Constitution to 

23 regulate its own municipal affairs; and (3) a preliminary and permanent injunction enjoining the 

24 State of California from applying or enforcing B&P sections 16550 through 16550.2 against 

25 San Francisco. 

26 

27 

28 
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1 

2 12. 

PARTIES 

Plaintiff and petitioner the City and County of San Francisco is a charter city and 

3 
county existing and organized under the Constitution and laws of the State of California and the 

4 
San Francisco Charter. 

5 13. Defendant and respondent the State of California is a state organized and existing under 

6 
the California and United States Constitutions. 

7 
14. Defendants and respondents Does 1-10 are entities and/or persons who are charged by 

8 
law with the duty of administering, applying, or enforcing B&P sections 16550 through 16550.2. 

9 
San Francisco will amend this petition and complaint to substitute their ttue names as their identities 

10 
become known. 

SAN FRANCISCO REQUIRES BUSINESSES OPERATING 
11 WITIIlN CITY LIMITS TO OBTAIN A BUSINESS REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE 

12 

13 
15. 

AND PAY THE APPLICABLE BUSINESS REGISTRATION TAX 

San Francisco has long required each person engaging in business within the City 

14 
limits, with specified exceptions, to obtain a City-issued Business Registration Certificate and to pay a 

15 
business registration tax. (S.F. Bus. & Tax Regs. Code,§§ 853, 855.) Certificates can be obtained 

16 
online, using a process that typically takes a TNC driver less than ten minutes to complete. 

17 
16. Under San Francisco law, the annual business registration tax generally payable by 

18 
independent contractors who operate businesses driving for TNCs within San Francisco for at least 7 

19 
days during the tax year is typically $90.1 (S.F. Bus. & Tax Regs. Code,§ 855, subd. (e)(l).) This 

20 
legal requirement does not in any way depend on whether the driver who operates such a business is 

21 

22 

23 

domiciled in San Francisco or elsewhere. 

17. San Francisco does not interpret its business registration requirement, and the 

associated requirement to pay business registration taxes, to apply to a driver conducting business for a 

24 
TNC who simply drives within or across the City without picking up or discharging any passengers in 

25 
the City. Instead, an independent contractor conducting business driving for a TNC is generally 

26 
required to obtain a San Francisco Business Registration Certificate and to pay the associated business 

27 
1 A higher tax applies to such persons with more than $100,000 in gross receipts attributable to 

28 San Francisco in the immediately preceding tax year. 
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1 registration tax only if he or she picks up or discharges one or more passengers within the City on at 

2 least 7 days during the tax year. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

SAN FRANCISCO'S STREETS ARE CONGESTED WITH TNC DRIVERS, 
MOST OF WHOM LIVE ELSEWHERE 

18. In the past several years, the number ofTNC drivers who regularly operate on the 

streets of San Francisco has grown exponentially. The proliferation ofTNC drivers presents many 

challenges for San Francisco. These challenges include: traffic congestion; wear and tear on public 
8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

highways; public safety concerns relating to untrained and/or distracted TNC drivers; public safety 

concerns relating to TNC driver background checks and criminal histories; concerns relating to 

universal service in all City neighborhoods; and concerns relating to customers with disabilities. 

19. Between April and August, 2016, the San Francisco Tax Collector mailed letters to 

over 57,000 TNC drivers who were believed to be operating in San Francisco. The Tax Collector's 

letters explained the requirements that apply to independent contractors who do business in 

San Francisco seven or more days a year, including the requirement to obtain a San Francisco 

Business Registration Certificate. 

20. Prior to January 1, 2018, around 21,000 TNC drivers obtained a Business Registration 

Certificate from San Francisco. Since the minimum fee for such a Certificate is $90, these 

registrations generated around $1.9 million annually for San Francisco. 

21. The names and business addresses listed by TNC drivers who registered with 

San Francisco in 2016 and 2017 were made publicly accessible online through datasf.org. In this 

regard, registered TNC drivers were treated the same as all of the 130,000 businesses that have 

registered with San Francisco. The Office of Treasurer & Tax Collector requires all businesses to 

provide a business mailing address of the business's choosing (which can be a P.O. box). Those 

addresses are made public. The Office collects no information about the domicile of any business. 

22. In June 2017, the San Francisco County Transportation Authority issued a report that 

analyzed TNC use of San Francisco streets. (TNCs Today - A Profile of San Francisco Transportation 

Network Company Activity (June 13, 2017) 
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1 <http://www.sfcta.org/sites/default/files/content/Planning/TNCs/TNCs_Today _l l2917 .pdf> [as of 

2 Feb. 5, 2018] ("TNC Activity Profile" or "Profile").) A true and correct copy of the TNC Activity 

3 Profile is attached hereto as Exhibit A. That Profile analyzed the San Francisco Treasurer's registered 

4 business database to determine the registration address location given by TNC Drivers. The Profile 

5 concluded that only twenty-nine percent of TNC drivers who registered with San Francisco actually 

6 lived in San Francisco. (Ex. A at p. 7.) Sixty-one percent of TNC drivers who registered to operate in 

7 San Francisco lived in the eight other Bay Area counties. (Ibid.) And ten percent lived entirely 

8 outside the Bay Area. (Ibid.) 

9 23. In February 2017, the San Francisco Chronicle did an analysis of then current TNC 

10 driver registration data on datasf.org. (Said, Long-distance Uber, Lyft Drivers' Crazy Commutes, 

11 Marathon Days, Big Paychecks, S.F. Chronicle (Feb. 18, 2017) <http://www.sfchronicle.com/ 

12 business/article/Long-distance-Uber-Lyft-drivers-crazy-10942919.php>.) That article noted that 1,960 

13 TNC Drivers, or about 10% of all registered TNC drivers, had addresses outside of the Bay Area. 

14 (Ibid.) The following non-Bay Area cities had over 75 TNC drivers registered to do business in 

15 San Francisco: Sacramento; Stockton; Tracy; Elk Grove; Modesto; and Fresno. (Ibid.) 

16 24. The TNC Activity Profile also concludes that TNC drivers account for 570,000 miles 

17 driven in San Francisco on typical weekdays, which is nearly 20% of the total vehicle miles travelled 

18 within San Francisco. (Ex. A at pp. 2, 15.) In some San Francisco neighborhoods, one out of every 

19 four cars is being driven by a TNC driver during peak commute periods. (Id. at p. 12.) 

20 25. In September 2017, the San Francisco Police Department ("SFPD") made a 

21 presentation to the Land Use and Transportation Committee of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors 

22 concerning vehicular traffic enforcement and education efforts. That presentation is available at 

23 <https://sfgov .legistar.comNiew .ashx?M=F&ID=5789827 &GUID=81BDF08A-48CA-43F5-A2DA-

24 F2AFB7F435B7> [as of Feb. 5, 2018]. SFPD reported that, during the period of April 1, 2017 

25 through June 30, 2017 in downtown San Francisco, SFPD issued 2,656 citations for certain traffic 

26 congestion related violations (e.g., driving in or obstructing a bike, transit or traffic lane; failing to 

27 yield to a pedestrian; or making a U-turn in a business district). Of those violations, 1,723 (or 65%) 

28 were committed by drivers identified as TNC drivers. 
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1 26. Based on information and belief, San Francisco is one of only two local governments in 

2 Northern California that have required TNC drivers to pay a registration tax (the other being the City 

3 of San Jose), and San Francisco is the only local government that has mailed thou'sands ofletters to 

4 TNC drivers to inform them of the business registration requirement. Also based on information and 

5 belief, San Francisco is the only local government that has posted TNC driver's business registration 

6 data on a publicly accessible online database (datasf.org). Thus there is presently no basis for any 

7 alleged statewide concern based on conflicting or burdensome local business registration requirements 

8 for TNC drivers. 

9 27. Likewise, SB 182 does not set up any state program for the taxation or regulation of 

10 TNC drivers. In contrast, limousine .drivers are regulated by the State Public Utilities Commission. 

11 (See Pub. Util. Code, §§ 5351 et seq.) In the absence of a state program for TNC drivers, the 

12 Legislature's ipse dixit declaration of a statewide concern rings hollow. There is simply no need for 

13 the state to preempt the field in this area when the state has not adopted any program of its own for 

14 TNC drivers. Instead, SB 182 is simply a Legislative declaration of a holiday from local taxes for a 

15 favored group: TNC drivers. This declaration is effective as applied to general law cities. But under 

16 the home rule principles discussed above, SB 182 is invalid as applied to San Francisco. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

28. 

SENATE BILL 182 ADDS SECTIONS 16550 THROUGH 16550.2 
TO THE BUSINESS & PROFESSIONS CODE 

In 2017 the California Legislature enacted Senate Bill No. 182 (2017-2018 Reg. Sess.). 

SB 182 was approved by California's Governor and filed with the Secretary of State on October 13, 

22 2017. It took effect on January 1, 2018, and is in full force and effect today. 

23 29. SB 182 amends the California Business and Professions Code by adding chapter 7 -

24 consisting of sections 16550 through 16550.2, inclusive-to part 1 of division 7 of that Code.2 

25 30. The Legislature's intent in enacting B&P sections 16550 through 16550.2 is set forth in 

26 section 16550. That section states, in its entirety, that "[i]t is the intent of the Legislature to limit any 

27 
2 Unless otherwise specified, further section references are to the California Business and 

28 Professions Code. 
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1 requirement for a business license imposed by a local jurisdiction on a participating driver for a 

2 transportation network company to a single business license, regardless of the number of local 

3 jurisdictions in which the participating driver operates. "3 

4 31. The sole mention of any purported statewide interest purportedly furthered by B&P 

5 sections 16550 through 16550.2 is found in section 16550.2, subdivision (h). Section 16550.2, 

6 subdivision (h) states, in its entirety, that "[t]he Legislature finds and declares that allowing the free 

7 operation of drivers for transportation network companies across local jurisdictions is a matter of 

8 statewide concern and is not a municipal affair as that term is used in subdivision (a) of section 5 of 

9 article XI of the California Constitution." 

10 32. Section 16550.2 states, in subdivision (a), that "[a]ny local jurisdiction that requires a 

11 driver to obtain a business license to operate as a driver for a transportation network company may 

12 only require that driver to obtain a single business license, regardless of the number of local 

13 jurisdictions in which the driver operates."4 Section 16550.2 states, in subdivision (b), that "[t]he 

14 driver shall obtain a business license in the local jurisdiction in which the driver is domiciled. If the 

15 local jurisdiction does not require a business license to operate as a driver for a transportation network 

16 company, the driver shall not be required to obtain a business license for any other jurisdiction." And 

17 section 16550.2 states, in subdivision (c), that "[a] local jurisdiction shall not require a driver to obtain 

18 a b_usiness license" if "(1) The driver is compliant with subdivision (b)," or "(2) The driver has not 

19 operated as a driver for more than 30 days in the preceding fiscal year." 

20 33. Section 16550.2 effectively prevents any city, including a charter city, from requiring a 

21 person who is operating as a driver for a TNC to obtain a business license, unless that driver is 

22 domiciled within that city and that driver operated as a driver for more than 30 days in the preceding 

23 
3 Section 16550.1, subdivision (e) incorporates by reference the definition of "transportation 

24 network company" found in Public Utilities Code section 5431, subdivision (c). That provision states 
that a transportation network company "means an organization, including, but not limited to, a 

25 corporation, limited.liability company, partnership, sole proprietor, or any other entity, operating in 
California that provides prearranged transportation services for compensation using an online-enabled 

26 application or platform to connect passengers with drivers using a personal vehicle." (Pub. Util. Code, 

27 
§ 5431, subd. (c).) 

4 Section 16550.1, subdivision (c) defines a "local jurisdiction" to mean "a city, county, or city 
28 and county, including charter cities." 
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1 fiscal year. This latter requirement apparently prevents even the city in which a driver is domiciled 

2 from requiring the driver to obtain a business license and to pay business license taxes, until, at the 

3 soonest, the driver's second year of business. 

4 34. Section 16550.2 further restricts municipal authority by prohibiting even the city in 

5 which a TNC driver is domiciled - which, again, is the only city authorq:ed under chapter 7 to require 

6 the driver to obtain a business license and pay business license taxes - from posting the driver's TNC 

7 business registration data online where it is publicly accessible. (§ 16550.2, subd. (f).) 

8 35. Additionally, section 16550.2, subdivision (e) states that "[n]otwithstanding any other law, 

9 a business license issued to a driver by a local jurisdiction pursuant to this chapter shall be valid for the 

IO period of time determined by the local jurisdiction by law or regulation, except that the local 

11 jurisdiction shall not require a driver to obtain a business license that applies for a period before 

12 January 1, 2018, or that imposes any penalty or fee on a driver related to the driver's failure to obtain a 

13 business license for providing transportation network services for a period before January 1, 2018." 

14 This subdivision appears to be an attempt to retroactively preclude the application of any business 

15 license and relate~ tax requirement for any period before January l, 2018. 

16 36. Notwithstanding San Francisco's belief that SB 182 is invalid for the reasons stated 

17 herein, San Francisco has been complying with SB 182 for the period after its effective date of 

18 January 1, 2018. Acting under protest, San Francisco will not violate SB 182 until such time as 

19 San Francisco is able to obtain a judicial determination that SB 182 is invalid. 

20 

21 

22 

23 
37. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

(DECLARATORY A.ND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF AGAINST 
ALL DEFENDANTS AND RESPONDENTS) 

San Francisco incorporates by reference each and every allegation contained in 

24 
paragraphs 1 through 36, inclusive, as though set forth in full herein. 

25 
38. San Francisco contends that B&P sections 16550 through 16550.2 unlawfully intrude 

26 
on San Francisco's power to regulate its own municipal affairs, free of interference from the 

27 
Legislature, as guaranteed in article XI, section 5 of the California Constitution. In multiple ways, 

28 
including but not limited to those set forth above, B&P sections 16550 through 16550.2 genuinely 
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1 conflict with and restrict the power of San Francisco to impose business license requirements and 

2 collect business license taxes from TNC driving businesses operating within its jurisdictional 

3 boundaries regardless of the driver's domicile. These restrictions do not promote any valid and 

4 genuine statewide interest, are not reasonably related to the resolution of any such interest, and are not 

5 narrowly tailored to avoid unnecessary interference in local governance. 

6 39. Upon information and belief, San Francisco alleges that the State of California contends 

7 that B&P sections 16550 through 16550.2 are lawful and do not violate the power of San Francisco to 

8 regulate its own municipal affairs as guaranteed in article XI, section 5 of the California Constitution. 

9 40. Accordingly, an active controversy has arisen and currently exists between San 

10 Francisco and the State of California concerning their respective rights, responsibilities, and duties. 

11 This controversy is definite and concrete, and touches on the legal relations of the parties, as well as 

12 upon the rights, duties, and obligations of thousands of TNC driving business currently operating 

13 within San Francisco. 

14 41. San Francisco requests, pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure section 1060, that this 

15 Court declare the respective rights, responsibilities, and duties of the parties, and declare that B&P 

16 sections 16550 through 16550.2 unlawfully intrude on San Francisco's power to regulate its own 

17 municipal affairs, free of interference from the Legislature, as guaranteed in article XI, section 5 of the 

18 California Constitution. 

19 42. San Francisco also requests that this Court preliminarily and permanently enjoin the 

20 State of California from in any way applying or enforcing B&P sections 16550 through 16550.2 

21 

22 

23 

24 

against San Francisco. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

(WRIT OF MANDATE AGAINST 
ALL DEFENDANTS AND RESPONDENTS) 

43. San Francisco incorporates by reference each and every allegation contained in 

25 paragraphs 1 through 42, inclusive, as though set forth in full herein. 

26 44. The State of California has a clear, present, and ministerial duty to enact only such laws 

27 and regulations limiting local jurisdictions' authority as are consistent with, and do not violate, the 

28 
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1 plenary authority over municipal affairs that article XI, section 5 of the California Constitution 

2 guarantees to home rule charter cities such as San Francisco. 

3 45. In enacting SB 182, which added sections 16550 through 16550.2 to the Business and 

4 Professions Code, however, the State of California has purported to restrict the ability of home rule 

5 charter cities such as San Francisco to regulate their own municipal affairs by requiring TNC driving 

6 businesses operating within their own jurisdictional boundaries to obtain business licenses and to pay 

7 associated busii:iess license taxes. These State-enacted restrictions do not promote any valid and 

8 genuine statewide interest, are not reasonably related to the resolution of any such interest, and are not 

9 narrowly tailored to avoid unnecessary interference in local governance. In enacting SB 182 and 

10 thereby adding sections 16550 through 16550.2 to the Business and Professions Code, therefore, the 

11 State of California has and continues to breach its ministerial legal duties under state law. 

12 46. As a home rule charter city whose own laws require TNC driving businesses that 

13 operate within its jurisdictional boundaries - regardless of the driver's domicile - to obtain Business 

14 Registration Certificates and pay associated business taxes, San Francisco has a direct interest in 

15 ensuring that the legislative enactments of the State of California do not impennissibly intrude on 

16 San Francisco's Constitutional authority to regulate its own municipal affairs. San Francisco has a 

17 direct and beneficial interest in the currently existing dispute as to whether B&P sections 16550 

18 through 16550.2 may lawfully be applied to it. 

19 . 47. San Francisco has no plain, speedy, and adequate remeay in the ordinary course of law 

20 for the State of California's impermissible intrusion on San Francisco's Constitutional authority to 

21 regulate its own municipal affairs. 

22 48. Pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure section 1085, San Francisco requests that this 

23 Court issue a writ of ordinary mandate instructing the State of California and all persons or entities 

24 acting on its behalf to cease in any way applying or enforcing B&P sections 16550 through 16550.2 

25 against San Francisco. 

26 PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

27 For the reasons set forth above, San Francisco prays for relief as follows: 

28 

11 
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1 1. That the Court declare, pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure section 1060, that those 

2 provisions ofB&P sections 16550 through 16550.2 that restrict San Francisco's authority to require 

3 TNC driving businesses operating in San Francisco to obtain business licenses from San Francisco, 

4 and to pay associated business license taxes to San Francisco, unlawfully violate San Francisco's 

5 power to regulate its own municipal affairs as guaranteed by article XI, section 5 of the California 

6 Constitution, and are thus unconstitutional as applied to San Francisco. 

7 2. That the Court preliminarily and permanently enjoin the State of California, and all 

8 persons or entities acting on its behalf, from in any way enforcing or applying against San Francisco 

9 those provisions ofB&P sections 16550 through 16550.2 that restrict San Francisco's authority to 

10 require TNC driving businesses operating in San Francisco to obtain business licenses from San 

11 Francisco, and to pay associated business license taxes to San Francisco. 

12 3. That a writ of ordinary mandate issue under seal of this Court ordering the State of 

13 California, and all persons or entities acting on its behalf, to cease in any way enforcing or applying 

14 agairist San Francisco those provisions of B&P sections 16550 through 16550.2 that restrict 

15 San Francisco's authority to require TNC driving businesses operating in San Francisco to obtain 

16 business licenses from San Francisco, and to pay associated business license taxes to San Francisco. 

17 4. That San Francisco be awarded its costs, including but not limited to its reasonable 

18 attorneys' fees. 

19 5. That the Court award San Francisco any and all such other relief to which 

20 San Francisco may justly be entitled. 

21 Dated: February 1. 2018 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

DENNIS J. HERRERA 
City Attorney 
YVONNE R. MERE 
Chief of Complex and Affirmative Litigation 
OWEN J. CLEMENTS 
WAYNE K. SNODG 
Deputy Ci 

Attorneys for Plaintiff I Petitioner 
CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO 
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3 

VERIFICATION 

I, DAVID AUGUSTINE, certify and declare as follows: 

I am the Tax Collector for the City and County of San Francisco. I am authorized to execute 

4 this verification on behalf of San Francisco. I have read the foregoing Verified Petition for Writ of 

5 Mandate and Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief, to which this verification is attached, 

6 and know its contents. Based on review of information available to me and on my personal 

7 knowledge of the matters set forth therein, I am informed and believe that the matters stated in the 

8 Verified Petition are true and, on that basis, allege that said matters are true. 

9 I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is 

10 true and correct. Executed on February .i._~018 at San Francisco, California. 
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